Fellow Investor,
Prepare to profit!
Thanks to my proprietary trading strategy, you can begin adding hundreds… or even
thousands of dollars to your investing account each and every month.
In fact, this proven trading system — which combines a powerful, shortterm (overnight!)
earnings based strategy with my unique swing trading methodology in order to grab
opportunities as soon as they hit my radar — could hold the key to dramatically
improving your financial future.
Instead of being tied to a single trading approach, I’ve developed strategies that will help
you snatch profits wherever they appear, without being complicated or requiring more
than 10 minutes of your time to execute each day…
How our trades are identified and how we
execute them will depend on what my thorough
daily market research and analysis tells me are
our very best, creamofthe crop opportunities.
Each and every trade is backed by my decades
of inthetrenches trading experience.
Just think… using my “Overnight Profit
Loophole” approach, you could have cashed in
profits to the tune of over $600, with each
winning trade.
And what’s more… doing so with minimal risk —
and with your investing “work” often completed
by 9:40 a.m.
What is an “Overnight Profit Loophole” trade?

Meet Jon Markman
Jon Markman is a
bestselling author of
The New Day Trader
Advantage, Swing
Trading and Online
Investing. He was
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he was the coinventor on 2 Microsoft
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With his Trader’s Advantage newsletter,
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Let me explain…

Here’s what Trader’s Advantage
subscribers have to say about Jon’s
performance:

Earlier this year, I began including this new
trading approach as part of my Trader’s

“Your percentage of winning trades is
simply awesome. Unlike other
newsletters, you are not just touting

Advantage advisory service.
Since then, thousands of individual investors
have been able to take advantage of overnight
earnings winners like these:
7.97% on Expedia
8.80% on Norfolk Southern
8.93% on 8x8 Inc.
11.69% on Amplify Snack Brands
14.14% on Fox Factory Holdings
14.60% on Fitbit
15.85% on Manhattan Associates
15.95% on Plantronics

some lucky threemonth streak. Your
letters help teach money management
and sticking to a disciplined trading
system. Thank you for your great
research and investment ideas!”
– Kory, WA
“Trader’s Advantage helps me feel
comfortable with the trend of the market.
Nobody has a crystal ball, but with this
service I feel like I won’t get caught with
my pants down on the wrong side of the
market.” – G. Williams, Warren, NJ
See for yourself how Trader’s
Advantage can help YOU.
Claim your RiskFree 60Day Trial and
Save 50% Now.

You’ll notice that there are no tripledigit winners
on the list above.
That’s because this sampling of recent trades includes only those Overnight Profit
Loophole trades I delivered to my subscribers. Steady, consistent and reliable profits
that happen overnight.
And when I say overnight I mean just that — the gains appear by 9:40 a.m. the day
after entering a trade.
A modest, $5,000 investment in each of these eight winning trades would have netted you
an average overnight profit of $612 per trade.
Now… is $612 a lot of money to you? It probably doesn’t sound like it.
But think of it this way: if you’d been with us when we began our overnight profit strategy,
you’d be looking at $15,450 in fast income collected over the past 6 months.
And you could take that home simply by following a unique strategy that allows you to
execute your trades in just a few minutes per day.
But the profits are only part of the story…
The overnight profit loophole I’ve been describing gives you access to consistent profit
opportunities that offer strong upside with limited exposure.
And these trades couldn’t be any easier to execute — it takes just a few moments of your
time at the beginning and end of your day.
My name is Jon Markman — editor of Trader’s Advantage — and I’d like to not only
introduce you to this easytouse Overnight Profit Loophole strategy, but…
I’d also like to extend an invitation to you — try Trader’s Advantage for the next 60
days… RiskFree.

I’ll tell you how you can claim your RiskFree trial in just a minute. But first I need to tell
you about…

Trader’s Advantage: The Best Trades…
and the Greatest Profits
I launched Trader’s Advantage back in 2009 with one purpose in mind:
To help individual investors trade in and out of the very best stock and
option swing trades… for the greatest possible profits.
The Overnight Profit Loophole strategy is just one type of trade recommendation you’ll
receive when you become a member of Trader’s Advantage.
At its core, and with every strategy we employ, our service is designed to take advantage
of huge price swings in stocks that are showing strong trends — either up or down — in
the market.
We’re able to ride those swings for consistent, reliable 5% to 50% gains — or more — in
a matter of days or weeks by trading both stocks and options.
And every week, you’ll receive 3to5 wealthbuilding trades that are packed with profit
potential. Each one is primed to take advantage, no matter the market condition — bull,
bear, or flat.
As you’ll see the minute you activate your RiskFree 60day trial, my Trader’s Advantage
service is remarkably simple to use. All you need to do is follow my stepbystep
instructions and you can begin banking straightforward gains like…
iShares MSCI Japan puts: 100% in 6 days
Qualcomm calls: 82% in 1 day
iShares Russell 2000 calls: 45% in 1 day
Skyworks Solutions Inc. calls: 55% in 7days
AT&T calls: 35% in 1 day
Cigna Corp. calls: 79% in 3 days
Google calls: 60% in 3 days
Manhattan Associates: 16% in 1 day
iShares Russell 2000 Index (ETF) calls: 25% the same day
Skechers U S A Inc.: 17% in 1 day
Ziopharm Oncology: 17% the same day
Atwood Oceanics: 15% in 7 days
Netflix calls: 86% in 6 days
United States Natural Gas ETF calls: 62% in 7 days
iShares Nasdaq Biotechnology puts: 40% in 3 days
Pfizer Inc. calls: 60% in 8 days

Fitbit: 15% in 1 day
The fastmoving gains you’ll see as a Trader’s Advantage subscriber can help you grow
your portfolio quickly — and with just a few minutes’ worth of “work” each day.
Plus, with my 60day, RiskFree trial offer you have absolutely nothing to lose!
Now let me tell you more about the Overnight Profit Loophole…

The 3 Simple Steps to Collecting Overnight Profits
Our chance to tap into these profitable overnight trades escalates during earnings season
when companies report their quarterly earnings after the closing bell and before the next
opening bell. We exploit the inevitable earnings surprises — that can cause stocks to
rise or fall dramatically.
Being on top of, and ahead of, these potential surprises allows us to capture quick gains.
And I’m always on the lookout for these earningsrelated trades but that said…
The very best gains using this exciting strategy could still be ahead of us.
You see, the months leading up to the presidential election will most certainly bring added
volatility to the U.S. stock market.
This uncertainty will show itself in many forms… and that volatility coupled with Q3
earnings will only enhance the swings — both positive and negative — that come as
companies report their earnings to the public.
There is the potential for even greater profits as we approach this November’s
election.
So it’s vitally important that you sign up for your RiskFree trial subscription today in
order to ensure you’re on board to capitalize on each and every profit opportunity.
Whenever an overnight trade presents itself, we’ll be ready to pounce… and the beauty of
these overnight profits is how astoundingly simple they are to execute.
With just a few simple steps —you can exploit this unique profit loophole with very little
effort.
Before you’ve had your second cup of coffee in the morning,
your “work” is finished — and your overnight profits are banked
for the day.
Here’s how it works:
Step 1: Buy — When I spot an opportunity to exploit an Overnight Profit
Loophole, I’ll send you an email alert by 3:45 p.m. eastern time. This alert
will explain — in simple terms — what you should buy before the market
closes… and at what price.

Step 2: Sell — That same alert will instruct you how and when to sell your
position just after the opening bell the next morning.
Step 3: Relax! — And enjoy the rest of your day — your overnight profits
have already been racked up.
It couldn’t be any simpler to execute — and what’s more…

The Timing of These Trades Helps
Keep Your Risk to a Minimum
By entering a position just before the market close — and then selling out of the position
right after the next day’s opening bell — you’ll not only limit your downside risk…
You’ll also limit your worry — and your effort!
That’s because you’ll be investing in unique trade opportunities that are handpicked for
their potential to “pop” at the market open — particularly around aftermarket earnings
reports.
By selling out of the position just after the market opens, you’ll eliminate any unnecessary
risk… and you’ll be capitalizing on carefullyselected overnight profit opportunities
designed to help you collect consistent, positive gains time and time again.
After selling you can kick back and ENJOY your worryfree day, knowing that you’ve
already banked your overnight profits — and you can then wait for the next handpicked
trading opportunity.
Overnight profits — with minimal risk. What more could you ask for?
Here’s what just some of our Overnight Profit Loophole trades have looked like for my
Trader’s Advantage subscribers:

The first 3 trades listed were cashed out in just one week — with an average return
of 12.13% per trade.
A modest $5,000 investment in each of those 3 trades would have netted a total of
$3,639 in “overnight” profits.
Not bad for just a few minutes’ worth of “work” over one week, right?
And remember — because we were buying just before market close and selling at least
half our position by 9:40 a.m. the next day… the downside risk was severely limited in
each of these trades.
No question about it — these trades are an easy, lowrisk way to collect consistent profits.
But what is the “loophole” that makes these fastmoving profits
so reliable?

The Earnings “Secret” Behind These Trades
Now, I can’t reveal the entire proprietary strategy behind our overnight profit trades…

But I can tell you about the foundation of research on which these trades are based:
You see… companies’ share prices are often impacted by earnings announcements in a
very specific way.
It’s a pattern I’ve watched unfold time and time again over the past several years as I’ve
perfected this strategy.
If you know which companies stand to be impacted by earnings announcements — and
I’ve developed a method for spotting the very best candidates — the key is then to get
in and out of these trades at precisely the right time.
By executing these fastmoving trades with surgical precision — and only investing in
those companies I’ve identified as having the strongest chance for a fastmoving earnings
“pop” — it’s possible to generate consistent, overnight profits.
The “loophole” that makes the trades possible is our ability to exploit this pattern
of earningsrelated pops — while minimizing the amount of time we’re holding the
investment during trading hours.
I’m always thinking of ways to help you profit. And I do a lot of research and analysis to
uncover new approaches that will allow you to pocket consistent gains without a lot of
complication.
In fact, I’ve spent the past several years refining and perfecting this overnight earnings
strategy before rolling it out to my Trader’s Advantage subscribers.
And what we have now is an easytofollow approach to trading that supplements our
successful base swing trading strategy — specifically during earnings season.
I’m so convinced that you’ll enjoy consistent returns with Trader’s Advantage that I’ve
insisted you be allowed to try it out RISKFREE — for a full 60 days. If you don’t find
Trader’s Advantage is a good fit for you or you find you’re not profiting in all the ways I’ve
described in the first 60 days, then you can call me at any time (even the 59th day) and
ask for your money back — every dime… no questions asked.
Even after your first 60 days, should you decide you’re not completely satisfied, you can
always request a refund for the remainder of your membership.
That sounds fair doesn’t it? Listen, I’m not happy unless you’re happy.
So far in 2016, my Overnight Profit Loophole trades — at $5,000 invested per trade —
have brought in a combined $15,450 in profits… at an average profit of $250 per winning
trade!
But the simple fact is that you can exploit all kinds of profit opportunities that I bring to you
on a regular basis in Trader’s Advantage. In fact, in 2016 we’ve averaged a $300+ profit
on every one of our winning trades with 124 winners to date.
You’ll see all of this for yourself — without risking a dime.

Click here to activate your RiskFree, 60day trial right
now — and lock in savings of 50%.

Take a full two months to examine
my
Trader’s Advantage service…
“Paper trade” my recommendations to start if you wish… and you’ll see that the
returns are not only 100% REAL — they’re also easy to collect!
Trader’s Advantage allows you to spend less time worrying about your trades — all while
helping you grow your portfolio and minimize your risk.
Remember, each week I’ll deliver 3to5 trades which have met my rigorous selection
criteria.
And all you’ll need to do to move on these trades is simply read my easytofollow trading
instructions… place the trades… and then add up your profits. Now not every trade I
recommend will turn out in our favor; no one can win every time, but I’m confident that
you’ll enjoy the kind of profits you’ve been reading about with consistency.
After all, since launching Trader’s Advantage in 2009, we’ve closed 1.164 winning
trades (including 124 and counting so far this year!).
And remember…

Access to All of My Overnight Profit Loophole
Trades… at the Perfect Time
With just a few minutes of your time devoted to each trade, you’ll soon be able to add
wealth building to your daily “todo” list.
No question about it — we’ve enjoyed some great, fastmoving returns since I first made
these trades available to Trader’s Advantage subscribers.
And now I’ve told you about my ironclad, 60day money back guarantee… as I’m happy
to assume all of the risk for you.
But I haven’t told you about the other enticement I’ve arranged for you:

Save 50% When You Sign Up Today
Access to my Trader’s Advantage service normally costs $1,995 per year.
That’s a very modest subscription price when you consider the kind of profits you can
bank over the course of one calendar year with my service.

In 2015, for example, we banked 109 winning trades… and that was on the heels of 150
winners in 2014… and 148 winners in 2013!
Not to mention the fact that we’ve already racked up 124 winning trades so far this year—
and counting!
But here’s the thing.
I’ve arranged — for a limited time — for you to receive access to my Trader’s
Advantage service for one full year at the discounted price of just $995.
You’ll save 50% off the regular price… and pay a mere $2.72 per day for full access to
every trade, including my overnight profit trades which are averaging a $250 profit per
winning trade.
And if you’re not interested in committing to a full year…
I’ve arranged for that same 50% savings for our quarterly offer.
Instead of paying the typical quarterly rate of $299… you can receive all of my trades and
research for a full three months for just $149.
That’s just $1.65 per day! And your investment is STILL backed by my ironclad, 60day
moneyback guarantee.
These introductory offers will not last… so it’s vitally important that you get started as
soon as possible.

Get Started Right Away…
When you claim your RISKFREE 60day trial today, here’s what you’ll get access to
immediately:
A RiskFree 60Day Trial — trade alongside me and put all that Trader’s
Advantage has to offer, including the Overnight Profits Strategy, to work for you. That’s
60 days to collect fast profits!
Weekly Trades — 3to5 per week… and each one with profit potential to build
your wealth. Each trade is delivered straight to your email inbox and contains simple
and tothepoint instructions: I’ll tell you what to buy, when to buy it, the price to pay,
and when to take profits.
Daily Updates — each day the market is open, I’ll send you an update designed to
help you understand the market’s biggest trends… how the day’s news could impact
your investments… and previews of the stocks and options we’re targeting for future
investment.
Instant Text Alerts — receive immediate text messages on every buy and sell
alert by optingin to our free instant text alert service.

Weekly Podcasts — every Friday, in addition to my
regular daily email update, I’ll provide an audio report that
reviews our trade activity for the week and looks ahead
toward the next week’s potential profit opportunities.
Unlimited 24/7 Access to My SubscribersOnly
Website — the site is loaded with useful information about
our active trade recommendations… past issues… as well
as additional research resources and tools designed to
help you become a savvier trader.
7 FREE Bonus Reports — Including my
comprehensive research on 4 GameChanging Tech
Trends… the 3 Best Sectors to Trade for the Rest of
2016… 5 Ways to Capture Binge Profits… and more!
Total 100% Satisfaction — if you aren’t seeing the
kind of profits we’ve talked about — or if you’re unsatisfied
for any reason — just let us know within 60 days of
ordering and you won’t pay a dime.
The total combined value of the research, commentary and
tools available to you as part of this offer is far north of $5,000
per year.
But as I mentioned earlier, you can begin receiving all my stock and option swing trades,
plus my “overnight profit” trades — as well as my entire Trader’s Advantage advisory
service — for as little as $2.72 per day with an annual membership.
That’s less than the cost of a regular coffee at Starbuck’s — yet this modest investment
can literally change your financial future.
There’s only one catch — you’ll need to act quickly.
The 50% savings on Trader’s Advantage — along with the 60day moneyback guarantee
and immediate access to all of my open positions — is only available for the next 24
hours. After that it could disappear at any time.
Take advantage of this opportunity right now — and begin putting all my trading
strategies to work for you immediately.
It’s time for you to begin growing your wealth…
And you can do so at a 50% discount… and completely RiskFree for 60 days!

Click the button above to get started right away.
Sincerely,

Jon Markman
Editor, Trader’s Advantage
P.S. You Have Just 24 Hours to Accept This Invitation: I have no doubt that you will
find that my Trader’s Advantage service will help you collect fastmoving profits time and
time again.
And my special 50% off, introductory offer guarantees your satisfaction in the next 60
days or you’ll receive a full refund of every penny you paid.
But I can only ensure that this offer will be open for the next 24 hours.
So I urge you — take advantage of this opportunity to try my Trader’s Advantage
service RiskFree for the next 60 days… and at a 50% savings off the regular price.
Click here to get started immediately!
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